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Perspective

“always in motion, the future is…” - Yoda
My Initial Focus Areas

Deliver on Commitments

Strategic Engagement

Continue CW Transformation

Manage Transitions
Making a Difference: Our Commitment to Excellence

Dan Smith
Little Rock Dam Safety Program Manager

William Hill
Lock and Dam Operator
David D Terry L&D

Matt Brock
Dardanelle Marine Terminal
What Can You Do?

- Evangelize Water Resources Infrastructure Value to Nation: Decision makers need to hear from YOU
- Synchronize Messages: Collaborate with ALL stakeholders and beneficiaries
- Facilitate holistic approaches: Help the Nation prioritize investments
- Support innovative approaches for alternative financing…”we must fund infrastructure differently in the future”

“why is infrastructure not a critical issue in the current debate and upcoming election? Who is OUR champion? What is the legacy we leave our kids?”
Thanks!
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